Complexities in the neurodevelopmental presentation and psychiatric
management of a child with multiple inherited chromosomal abnormalities
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Background

Case

• Copy number variations (CNVs) are genetic deletions and duplications

• “E.” was a 12-¬year-¬old girl referred to a day treatment program for

that involve at least 50 nucleobase pairs[1].
• Once thought rare, they have in recent years been recognized as the
most common cause of structural variation in the human genome[2,3].
• As associations have repeatedly been found between specific CNVs
and atypical neurodevelopmental phenotypes[4,5], chromosomal

represent a challenge in psychiatric diagnosis and treatment.

school.

Although E met descriptive diagnostic criteria for ADHD, ODD and

• E.’s mother was her primary caregiver, as her parents had separated
when she was 7.
• At program admission, E. carried diagnoses of attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, and

children with unexplained developmental delay[6].

intellectual disability (with a full-scale IQ of 57).

in the clinical setting. CNV risks often overlap and cross traditional
diagnostic boundaries[7].

• The diversity of behavioral phenotypes across genetic syndromes

management of aggressive behavior manifesting both at home and at

microarray-based CNV analysis is considered standard-of-care for all
• Chromosomal microarray results can, however, be difficult to interpret

Conclusions

• E.’s mother understood her to have “genetic abnormalities” that she
“got from her father.”
• Review of prior chromosomal microarray testing showed three CNVs: a

intellectual disability, awareness of E.’s underlying CNVs contributed
to our understanding of her presentation and informed our work with
her mother.
• 3q29 deletion has been associated with intellectual disability and
microcephaly[9], 2p25.1 CNVs are thought to be associated with
ADHD symptoms[10], and 5p15.33 is associated with autism
spectrum disorder and more generally developmental delay[11].
• It should equally be noted that de novo CNVs are more often

• Testing may also identify “variants of unknown significance”: CNVs

2.2 million base pair (megabase, or Mb) interstitial deletion of 2p25.1, a

associated with disease than those that are inherited[12]. It may

that, because they do not have an established relationship with

2.7 Mb duplication of 3q29, and a 1.7 Mb deletion of 5p15.33. All were

therefore be that E.’s inherited CNVs raised her “background” risk[13]

pathology, could be incidental findings in a developmentally delayed

classified in E.’s case as variants of unknown significance.

and interacted with epigenetic changes or de novo CNVs too small to

youth[8].
• We describe the case of a youth with inherited CNVs affecting three
chromosomes.
• A neurodevelopmental phenotype associated with this combination of
CNVs has not, to our knowledge, previously been described.
• Our case illustrates challenges in interpretation of genetic testing,
caregiver psychoeducation, and clinical treatment particular to youth
with variants of unknown significance.
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• Review of parental testing showed that E.’s father, but not her mother,
shared these CNVs. Father’s history of neuropsychiatric symptoms
was unknown.
• E.’s mother did not share these genetic variants, but described a

be detected by standard chromosomal microarray.
• •The relationship between genotype and neuropsychiatric phenotype
is ultimately complex, and in E.’s case could not be reduced to a
handful of “bad genes” inherited from her father. Emphasizing this to

personal history of “learning disabilities” and in family sessions was

E.’s mother proved important to mother’s understanding of E.’s

observed to have apparent cognitive imitations, as evidenced by

disease, and hence E.’s treatment.

concrete thinking and easy distractibility.
• On physical exam, E. had dysmorphic facies, microcephaly,
astigmatism, oculomotor apraxia, and short digits bilaterally.

• As our understanding of the relationship between genotype and
phenotype improves, psychiatrists will be better able to serve E and
youth like her.

• On mental status exam, she was well-related but impulsive, irritable,
and with limited distress tolerance. Reportedly her behavioral issues
had begun in early childhood, and had improved only partially with
stimulant medication.
• Given pharmacotherapy’s limitations, the focus of treatment was on
psychoeducation and behavioral parenting strategies. Both proved
challenging given mother’s apparent cognitive limitations.
• At discharge, mother reported having a more nuanced understanding
of the role her inherited CNVs may have played in her behavior.
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